Matura 2012, poziom rozszerzony – odpowiedzi.
ZAD. 1.
1.1. foolishness
1.2. deepen
1.3. quietly
1.4. coverage
1.5. glamorous / glamourous
ZAD. 2.
2.1. The moment he finishes his exams next month, he will have a lot of tree time.
2.2. Apart from Simon, all the students paid for the school trip.
2.3. She is naive to think she can get away with cheating.
2.4. Michael would do anything to avoid speaking in public.
2.5. He may not have seen her at the party.
ZAD. 3 – wypowiedź pisemna
ZAD. 4.
4.1. One of the jobs Mark did involved encouraging Indian farmers to produce genetically modified food. - F
4.2. Mark considers money a major factor contributing to the pollution of the environment. - T
4.3. Mark doesn't mind doing time-consuming domestic chores. - T
4.4. Living without money has ruined Mark's social life. - F
4.5. Mark is soon going to return to his previous lifestyle. - F
ZAD. 5.
5.1. E The Internet will employ music in more creative ways.
5.2. C It is vital to make the existing legal regulations work.
5.3. A Most music lovers won't mind buying music from the net cheaply.
5.4. F It is worth trying out solutions adopted in other countries.
5.5. D There should be a different punishment for stealing music.
ZAD. 6.
6.1. D wanted to be her own boss.
6.2. C trains drivers who were involved in a collision.
6.3. B adopt previously observed patterns of driving.
6.4. B she chooses an instructor for her learners.
6.5. A teach learners how to drive safely.
ZAD. 7.
7.1. D he found it difficult to recognize her.
7.2. C felt pleased with the interest the woman had taken in him.
7.3. A The woman disapproved of the food the man ordered for himself.
7.4. B considered the tip inadequate.
7.5. D he met her at the theatre.
ZAD. 8.
8.1. D - When I was a student, it didn't occur to me that time was something that I could manage.
8.2. A - What is so odd is that we actually have more time than we've ever had before.
8.3. F - It encourages us to get things done - and getting things done is surely satisfying.
8.4. B - After a day or two of best behaviour we go back to our old ways - only worse, as we feel like failures.
ZAD. 9.
9.1. C deadly
9.2. B in
9.3. A Rarely
9.4. B On the surface
9.5. C has been eradicated
9.6. A reside
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